**IMPORTANT MESSAGE: This is being posted to our fake book pages, the “newsletter” archive on our main website
(www.YHRIM.com) and sent out to the YHRIM Mailing List Subscribers. Read, Take Notice, Be Aware, and Share with
whoever You Can.
***YHRIM: As Declared forth by Yahuah Witnesses the Moon and Sun, This evening at the going down of the
sun/sunset, began Yahuahs Shabbat being the 15th day of the 9th month in this the acceptable year of Yahuah 6002sc.
(pagan roman calendar dates: sunset nov 29th ~through~ sunset nov 30th 2020)
Many Multitudes of Events are taking place on All Sides, and are Increasing by the Hour. We stated for many years how
things would speed up and increase in number. Those who have eyes to see, who have studied Yahuahs Word, can all
see the day and hour we are in.
A few days ago I made a Very Important Post. The Links to which I will put again at the end of this post. Because of all
the false church teachings, almost ALL people are looking for a microchip to be implanted in their “right hand or
forehead”... We have stated and warned for many years, that Whatever This Beast System uses no matter what form
they offer it in, that IF it is Required in order to be able to Buy or Sell, That IT IS the MARK OF THE BEAST. It does NOT
MATTER if it a: Government ID card, a Digital App on your Phone, your "real-ID" drivers license, ect ect ect. ANYTHING
they REQUIRE in order for you to Buy or Sell, becomes one part of the Mark of the Beast. And that they would use
FOOD and ALL other necessities, as weapons against the people, in order to get them to take the Mark. In other words,
if you don't have the Mark you can't buy Food.
This is one of many reasons why Yahuah warns His people in His Word through many Scriptures and Examples, which we
have tried to show and teach for many years in order to warn Yahuahs People as well, that His People Need to Flee the
Cities, and to Get Prepared by Storing up Food and other Necessities, just as the Scriptures speaks about the Ant as just
one of many examples: **MISHLE/PROVERBS 6:4-11 & 30:24-25

Then last year, as we approached the 7th month, we spoke about the satanic "gentile sacrifice" that the pharisees
announced they were sanctioning to be performed upon Mount Olives at the end of their "70 Nations Conference”. And
we stated that if this was done, then it was the Abomination that Brings Desolation as was Written by Daniel. And on
pagan sept 27th, they did indeed have what they called "gentile priests" who performed this satanic sacrifice of a lamb
on Mount Olives.
At sunset of pagan sept 28th, which began Yom Teruah the First Day of the 7th Month, we stated then that the Great
Tribulation had begun, and that Yom Teruah was the 1st day of the 1290 Days of Daniel. We also stated that in the
weeks and months ahead, events would increase dramatically, as we proceeded into the Great Tribulation.

**LINK to the newsletter we sent out at that time:
http://www.yhrim.com/Newsletters/6001/Abomination_on_Mount_Olive_NEWSLETTER.pdf

**My Abba, Moshe Eliyahu, also recorded a video teaching just a few short weeks later, which we published to our
YouTube channel on pagan dec 5th 2019, Titled "DAYS OF NOAH, DAYS OF LOT":
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1tFIHVCaw7s

Just a month after we stated the Abomination that brings Desolation took place, and that the Last 3-1/2 years Great
Tribulation and the 1290 Days of Daniel had begun... in pagan november, the first reports began to come out about a
"virus" was spreading in china. And in pagan december into january that it was spreading to the US and other nations.
And Lockdowns of some cities began as all the news info began to spread about the "coronavirus", and they began to
speak about a "vaccine".
It was at that time we began to state that this so called "vaccine" and the "PROOF of vaccination" would be the Mark of
the Beast. And that they would Use FOOD and other necessities as the means to try to force people to take it, as we had
warned for so many years would happen when they began to implement the Mark.

As we have posted on our fake book pages in the last few months, there has been talk in news, government, so called
"health organizations" and ect. That people who don’t take their “vaccine” and receive the government “proof of
vaccination”, that they won’t be allowed to go into stores, banks, public places. And of course if you are not allowed to
go into a store… then you won’t be able to buy FOOD and ect.
Now the most recent article we posted just a few days ago, which I said earlier I would link to it again on this post. The
israeli STATE News came out with an article with quotes from israeli Government Officials, in which they POINT BLANK
stated that those who refuse to take their so called “vaccine”, that not only will you not be allowed to travel, but you
would NOT be able to BUY, SELL, or TRADE. Read the article itself, but as I stated the other day, here is a Quote [ ** and
All Caps added for Emphasis]:
***QUOTE: "Health Ministry Director Hezy Levy yesterday insisted to reporters that "we won't force people to take a
vaccine. Israeli law doesn't allow for it," speaking before the Special Knesset Coronavirus Committee chaired by MK Yifat
Shasha-Biton, Sheba Medical Center Chief Medical Officer and Chief Innovation Officer Dr. Eyal Zimlichman listed
***Measures that are being Planned to "MANEUVER" the population into vaccinating as a way of Regaining Freedom
of Movement.***
"Government won’t force you to take vaccine. **Amazon WILL. Airlines WILL. Banks WILL. ***YOU WON’T be able to
BUY, SELL, or TRADE WITHOUT the Vaccine”. "*** - END QUOTE
***GILYAHNA/REVELATION 13:14 And deceives them that dwell in the olam by means of those nisim which he had
power to do in the sight of the beast; saying to those that dwell in the olam, that they should make an image to the
beast, who had the wound by a sword, and did live
15 And he had power to give life to the image of the beast, so that the image of the beast should both speak, and cause
as many as would not worship the image of the beast to be killed.
16 And he causes all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their
foreheads:
17 And that NO MAN might BUY, or SELL, except he that had the Mark, OR the name of the beast, even the multitudes
who have his name.

As I also stated on the post concerning this the other day, I'm Hoping to be able to finish a teaching which brings in
Scriptures in Daniel and shows more concerning this. Abba also has a teaching which he has been working on for over a
year which concerns what is taking place Right Now as well. Yahuah willing, when He gives us how to put it all together
and put it in order, we'll get these teachings made and published and posted.
In the mean time, here is a Link to a teaching video that I recorded about 3 years ago titled "Winter is Coming... Are you
Ready??". Yahuah wrote in His Word:

**MATTITYAHU/MATTHEW 24:20 But make prayer that your flight is not in the winter, neither on the Shabbat:
21 For then shall be Great Tribulation, such as was not since the beginning of the olam hazeh to this time, no, nor ever
shall be.
Most people do not understand what Yahuah is speaking about in Verse 20. I made this video teaching 3 years ago to try
to explain the warning that Yahuah Wrote in these verses.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mP2yZVRxBEo

We thank Abba Yahuah for His Word, and for opening the eyes of His people, that they see and hear His Word and to
understand what is taking place in these Last Days, and In these Days of Great Tribulation. We pray Abba Yahuah baruk
His People on this His Shabbat, and to help His people understand what they Need to Do, and do so as quickly as
possible before time runs out and the door is closed.
~Shabbat Shalom… even though there is No Peace in these Last Days.
**LINK to the original israeli state news article:
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/292039?fbclid=IwAR1FpWCyOWDVOspIs_86ACmoSTqKcq03Vbzt
DuX2tqxEwIReGXIQAIaBajw
**LINK to Our Previous Fake Book post concerning this:
https://www.facebook.com/yahushua.benmosheeliyahu/posts/4257083677651588

